Caring and curing: Considering the effects of hepatitis C pharmaceuticalisation in relation to non-clinical treatment outcomes.
The development of simplified and effective hepatitis C (HCV) pharmaceuticals enables treatment scale up among the most marginalised. This potentiates a promise of viral elimination at the population level but also individual level clinical and non-clinical benefits. Reports of transformative non-clinical outcomes, such as changes in self-worth and substance use, are primarily associated with arduous interferon-based treatments that necessitate intensive care relationships. We consider the implications of simplified treatment provision in the era of direct acting antivirals (DAAs) for the realisation of non-clinical benefits. We draw on qualitative data from ethnographic observations and longitudinal interviews with people receiving (n = 22) and providing (n = 10) HCV treatment in London during a transition in HCV biomedicine. First generation DAAs in conjunction with interferon were standard of care for most of this time, with the promise of simplified treatment provision on the horizon. Patient accounts of care accentuate the transformative value of interferon-based HCV treatment derived through non-clinical benefits linked to identity and lifestyle change. Such care is constituted as extending beyond the virus and its biomedical effects, with nurse specialists positioned as vital to this care being realised. Provider accounts emphasise the increased pharmaceuticalisation of HCV treatment; whereby care shifts from the facilitation of therapeutic relationships to pharmaceutical access. HCV care in the interferon-era affords identity transformations for those receiving and providing treatment. Biomedical promise linked to the increasing pharmaceuticalisation of HCV treatment has disruptive potential, shifting how care is practised and potentially the realisation of non-clinical treatment outcomes.